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I ’d like to offer you a warm welcome to 
the Interactive Design Institute. Since 
we established our partnership with the 
University of Hertfordshire in 2008, we 
have enrolled online students from over 
70 countries worldwide, across a range 
of creative degree programmes at both 
undergraduate and postgraduate level.

New technologies have made it possible 
for us to provide our students with a first-
class online study environment, but it ’s not 
all about the technology. We’re committed 
to supporting our students throughout 
every step of their learning journey, from 
the point of enquiry right through to their 
graduation.

As registered students of IDI and the 
University of Hertfordshire, our students 
become part of a global creative community 
that is as diverse as it is exciting and 
inspirational. Bringing students together 

WELCOME

from different cultural backgrounds 
allows for a greater understanding and 
appreciation of creative influences from 
every corner of the world. Our students 
share a commonality of purpose, and the 
drive and ambition required to meet fresh 
challenges and grasp new opportunities. 
They consistently achieve outstanding 
results, both in their studies and also in 
national and international competitions, 
and many of our graduates tell us that 
studying with IDI has changed their lives.

We’re proud of what we do at IDI. Our aim 
is to empower you to succeed and establish 
yourself in whichever area of design and 
creative practice you choose.
 
I look forward to hearing about your 
progress as you develop the knowledge, 
skills and understanding to become part of 
the next generation of creative talent.

Fiona Crosbie
Director of Student Experience
Interactive Design Institute
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ABOUT
US

History

Founded in 2004, the Interactive 
Design Institute has grown to become 
one of the UK’s leading providers of 
accredited online courses in art and 
design subjects. Since 2008, we’ve been 
a collaborative partner of the University 
of Hertfordshire, adapting some of their 
most popular degree programmes in 
design for online delivery.

Becoming an online Student of 
the University of Hertfordshire 
means that you can earn a 
globally-respected qualification 
from a UK university from 
anywhere in the world.70

from over

Countries

1000
Over

Online Students

Our Vision
It ’s our mission to give everyone the 
opportunity to achieve a degree in a 
design subject, without having to attend 
an on-campus college or university.
Key to our success is our understanding 
that students studying online require 
more support, not less – which is why we 
place such an emphasis on our online 
support and tuition.

72%
of our undergraduate
students gain a 2:1
or above.

87%
of our
masters
graduates
achieve
commendation
or distinction

*

*

* Annual Monitoring and Evaluation Report 2017/18

*
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WHY
CHOOSE
US?

100% Online

Unlimited
Tuition

Fully Flexible

No Added 
Costs

Unlimited 
Support

Our Student Support team will be on 
hand to help you every step of the way 
throughout your studies.

Your dedicated Programme Coordinator 
will provide ongoing advice and 
support designed to help you to stay 
on track with your studies, while our 
Tech Support Team can assist with any 
technical help you might need. You can 
message both both teams directly from 
within the study site. They also offer 
telephone support during office hours.

1.1.

2.2.

Unlike many other online degrees, 
the online University of Hertfordshire 
programmes have absolutely no face-
to-face, residential or attendance-based 
elements - which, means that there’s no 
problem if you can’t travel or take time 
off work.

While on the programme, you’ll have 
continuous ongoing communication 
with your tutor using our study-site 
messaging system, so that you can 
quickly and easily get in touch without 
having to rely solely on email or phone 
contact.

Here you’ll be able to post as many 
messages as you need to, view your chat 
history and get a response from your 
tutor in less than 24 hours, Monday 
to Friday. ?Many online degree courses require you 

to log-in at specific times for scheduled 
or ‘live’ lectures and tutorials – but our 
courses are designed to completely fit 
around your own schedule.

There are no fixed lectures and 
tutorials, allowing you to fit the week’s 
study activities into your own timetable, 
and communicate one-to-one with your 
tutors at times that suit you.

When you study online with IDI and 
the University of Hertfordshire, you 
can expect no additional costs, paid 
‘add-ons’ or exam fees – all content, 
resources and support are included in 
your tuition fee, regardless of how you 
choose to pay.

3.3.

4.4.

5.5.
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HOW ONLINE STUDY
WORKS

As an online student of the University of Hertfordshire, 
you’ll benefit from our study platform which allows 
you to:

• Log in at any time, from any device
• Access all your modules and learning materials
• Access the University of Hertfordshire’s intranet
• Communicate with your peers in secure forums
• Receive ongoing feedback and course grades
• Message your tutors and support teams  

at any time

There are no real-time lectures or tutorials, instead 
you’ll work through a variety of carefully planned 
practical and theory-based projects and activities in 
your own time.

The learning path with support materials and activities 
is a brilliant structure which gives guidance but leaves 
room for personal creativity and exploration.

Phoebe Higginson,
BA (Hons) graduate

“
”

The Dashboard
This is your personal hub for organising your 
studies. It includes a calendar (which you 
can sync with your own device), to-do list, 
notifications stream and an overview of the 
other students in your cohort.

Learning Path
This is where you’ll access your learning 
materials, divided into sections (which you can 
bookmark for quick access later). You’ll also 
find informal activities designed to get you 
thinking about each topic in more detail.

The Studio
The Studio is where you’ll collaborate to 
complete group activities. Here you can upload 
creative work into shared albums, create and 
work on shared documents together, and 
provide feedback on each other’s work.

The Forums
This is where you’ll discuss ideas and network 
with your fellow students. You can create topics 
at any time for group discussion, and in some 
modules you’ll find that forum activities form 
part of your learning experience.

Your Tutorial Area

This is where you’ll upload your coursework 
and recieve ongoing, one-to-one feedback and 
advice from your tutors. You can message your 
tutors at any time and expect a response within 
24 hours, Monday to Friday.
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TEACHING &
ASSESSMENT

”

“ The Illustration course has been a fantastic experience. It
has provided me with a whole new set of skills, a portfolio
to be proud of and a confidence in my own abilities. I know
that I will be leaving IDI with the skills, knowledge and 
confidence to promote myself as an illustrator with the
abilities to work on a variety of industry projects.

Chris Parsons,
BA (Hons) Illustration
Watch full interview

Teaching
As an IDI and UH student, you’ll gain access to 
your own secure online studio, which contains 
carefully planned learning materials, practical 
activities and comprehensive study resources.

You’ll submit your coursework on a regular 
basis and receive unlimited one-to-one feedback 
and support from subject specialist tutors. 
Student–tutor communication is asynchronous, 
which means you can study flexibly but still 
expect a prompt response. Peer interaction 
takes place within online forums.

Method of Assessment
All assessments are coursework based; there 
are no formal exams. You will be able to see 
the assessment requirements for each module 
at the start of each semester, so you’ll know 
exactly what is required. Ongoing formative 
assessment and feedback throughout each 
module means that when it comes to submitting 
your practical assessments you are well 
prepared. 

As well as the practical, creative modules, 
Critical and Cultural studies modules help buold 
your understanding of the history and context 
of your chosen subject through guided research 
and written activities.

All learning culminates in your Final Major 
Project, which will demonstrate your advanced 
creative practice before graduation.

I always felt that I had somebody to help me on the other 
side of the website. The tutors were excellent - I will 
always remember the patience and care that they had 
during my studies.
Judith Breidenstine
BA (Hons) Illustration  

“
”
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All of the BA (Hons) and MA 
programmes are delivered online 
on behalf of the University of 
Hertfordshire, meaning that you’ll 
graduate with the exact same 
award as on-campus students.

Our degree courses will arm you with 
expert knowledge of the modern 
creative industries and prepare you for 
a rewarding career. Unlimited feedback 
and advice from expert tutors, 
dedicated to maximising your creative 
potential, means you’ll graduate with 
the confidence and skillset to succeed 
as a creative practitioner.P

R
O

G
R

A
M

M
E

S

Studying at IDI has been the 
most rewarding phase of my 
career. I feel fortunate to have 
found a programme that not 
only teaches exactly what I want 
to learn, but also values my 
experiences as a professional.

Dominic Kegel,
MA Photography graduate

“

”
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BA (Hons)
Graphic Design

Programme description

Throughout the BA (Hons) Graphic 
Design programme, you will develop 
your practice using both traditional and 
modern techniques in order to build 
a portfolio that demonstrates your 
potential as a professional 
graphic designer. 

Your dedicated tutor will encourage 
you to experiment with materials and 
technique in order to develop skills that 
will give you an advantage in a highly 
competitive job market.

As well as practical skills, you will 
be equipped with industry relevant 
knowledge that will allow you to solve 
problems, and communicate your ideas 
effectively in a professional context.

Modules

Level 4
• Visual Communication
• Graphic Design Essentials Part 1
• Critical and Cultural Studies

Level 5
• Graphic Design Essentials Part 2
• Graphic Design: Professional 

Development
• Graphic Design Live Projects
• Critical and Cultural Studies

Level 6

• Graphic Design Advanced Practice 1
• Graphic Design Advanced Practice 2
• Critical and Cultural Studies

The most rewarding 
thing is to look back 
at the work I produced 
at the start of the 
course, and see how 
far I have developed as 
a designer since then.

Matthew Wood
BA (Hons) Graphic Design

“

”
Find Out More

https://idesigni.co.uk/courses/graphic-design/degree-in-graphic-design/
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MA Graphic 
Communication

Programme description
Throughout the programme you will be 
supported in developing your existing 
knowledge and skills, and encouraged 
to develop an advanced theoretical, 
commercial, and philosophical 
understanding of the contemporary 
graphic design industry.

Through your practical work, you will 
prepare for employment within the 
industry by creating an ambitious and 
cohesive portfolio.

Your tutor will encourage you to be open 
and curious and to experiment with a range 
of media to develop your visual voice to a 
professional level.

The Postgraduate Programme in Art and 
Design course materials are online and 
communication is asynchronous, allowing 
you to study at times that suit you.

Modules

Working as part of an interdisciplinary 
creative community you will undertake 
the following research and enterprise 
based modules alongside students 
studying MA Illustration (Visual
Communication), MA Interior Design 
and MA Photography (Visual 
Communication). You will acquire 
additional skills and further develop your 
professional practice:

• Postgraduate Study in Context
• Research and Practice
• Creative Industries: Global 

Perspectives
• Critical Studies
• Creative Industries: Business 

Perspectives
• Creative Industries: Professional 

Presentations
• 
Module Options

In addition to the above modules
you will undertake these practical
modules focused on your own
Graphic Communication practice: 

• Practice 1: Art and Design
• Practice 2: Art and Design 

Throughout the course you will build a 
solid foundation of knowledge and skills 
to execute your Major Study project, 
the proposal for which you will refine 
through discussion with your tutor and 
interdisciplinary peer group: 

• Major Study 

Successful completion of all modules 
leads to 180 credit points, including at 
least 150 at Level 7.

During this programme, I’ve had 
the opportunity to explore ideas 
from various fields of practice and 
engage with peers from different 
backgrounds. The IDI platform 
provided a structured environment 
to help me in my journey.

“

”Akash Peeroo
MA Graphic Communication

Find Out More

https://idesigni.co.uk/courses/graphic-design/masters-in-graphic-design/
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BA (Hons)
Illustration

Programme description

Working with traditional media and 
modern digital technology, your 
tutor will encourage you to develop 
a purposeful, individual il lustrative 
practice. You will explore ways 
of responding to issues in visual 
communication, including problem 
solving, creative thinking, and the 
presentation of visual solutions 
to clients.

You will achieve this by completing briefs 
such as the designing of book covers for 
a major publisher, and creating a cover 
and spread for an interactive screen 
based magazine.

To build a broad understanding of your 
subject area, at the beginning of the 
programme you will work on both graphic 
design and illustration projects, before 
exploring your preferred pathway for the 
remainder of your studies.
 
The BA (Hons) Illustration course 
materials are online and communication 
is asynchronous, allowing you to study at 
times that suit you.

Modules

Level 4
• Visual Communication
• Illustration Essentials Part 1
• Critical and Cultural Studies

Level 5
• Illustration Essentials Part 2
• Illustration: Professional 

Development
• Illustration Commissions
• Critical and Cultural Studies

Level 6
• Critical and Cultural Studies
• Illustration Advanced Practice 1
• Illustration Advanced Practice 2

MA
Illustration

Programme description

With one-to-one guidance and support 
from your dedicated tutor, you will 
develop and refine your illustration 
and related art and design skills, gain 
advanced knowledge of the contemporary 
illustration industry from a global 
perspective, and advance your creative 
portfolio with individual and thought-
provoking work.

You will be encouraged to develop your 
own visual voice through extensive 
experimentation, and to demonstrate 
rigorous intellectual engagement with 
appropriate illustrative processes, 
themes, and contexts.

The Postgraduate Programme in Art and 
Design course materials are online and 
communication is asynchronous, allowing 
you to study at times that suit you.

 

Modules

Working as part of an interdisciplinary 
creative community you will undertake
the following research and enterprise 
based modules alongside students 
the studying MA Graphic Communication, 
MA Interior Design and MA Photography 
(Visual Communication). You will acquire 
additional skills and further develop your 
professional practice:

• Postgraduate Study in Context
• Research and Practice
• Creative Industries: Global 

Perspectives
• Critical Studies
• Creative Industries: Business 

Perspectives
• Creative Industries: Professional 

Presentations

Module Options

In addition to the above modules
you will undertake these practical
modules focused on your own
illustration practice: 

• Practice 1: Art and Design
• Practice 2: Art and Design 

Throughout the course, you will build a 
solid foundation of knowledge and skills 
to execute your Major Study project, 
the proposal for which you will refine 
through discussion with your tutor and 
interdisciplinary peer group: 

• Major Study 
 
Successful completion of all modules 
leads to 180 credit points, including at 
least 150 at Level 7.

I have been astounded by 
what I could achieve along 
with the richness and depth 
this course provided. I have 
fulfilled a lifelong dream to 
be an illustrator – IDI has 
made it a reality.

“

”Alex Percival
BA (Hons) Illustration

Find Out MoreFind Out More

https://idesigni.co.uk/courses/illustration/masters-in-illustration/
https://idesigni.co.uk/courses/illustration/degree-in-illustration/
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“

BA (Hons) Interior
Architecture & Design

Programme description
On the online BA (Hons) Interior
Architecture and Design programme, 
our experienced tutors will guide you in 
developing your 3D design skills in order to 
improve a variety of spaces. You will study 
how people interact with these spaces and 
decide how you can improve them so that 
they meet user needs.

You will be guided through a number 
of practical tasks, including technical 
drawing by hand and using CAD software.

By engaging in various theory based 
activities, you will also learn how 
to articulate your design ideas in a 
professional manner.

Course materials are online and 
communication is asynchronous, allowing 
you to study at times that suit you.

Modules

Level 4

• Design Skills 1
• Critical and Cultural Studies L4
• Introduction to Technology
• Design Studio 1

Level 5

• Design Skills 2
• Critical and Cultural Studies L5
• Advanced Tecnology
• Design Studio 2

Level 6

• Critical and Cultural Studies L6
• Advanced Design Skills
• Final Project

Every project has been a 
tremendous adventure where 
I can freely explore and 
study the interplay between 
people, space, emotions, light, 
materials and colours.

”Lisa Eklund
BA (Hons) Interior Architecture
& Design

Find Out More

https://idesigni.co.uk/courses/interior-design/interior-architecture/
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MA
Interior Design

Programme description
With a focus on international design and 
architecture, the online Postgraduate 
Programme in Art and Design, specialising 
in Interior Design gives you the opportunity 
to consider interior design on a global scale, 
as well as within broader inter-disciplinary 
art and design contexts.

With one-to-one guidance and support 
from your tutor, you will be encouraged to 
develop a professional and entrepreneurial
approach to your interior design practice 
by experimenting with techniques, methods 
and mediums, and collaborating with your 
peer group.

You will become proficient in taking into 
account the material considerations and 
technical specifications of different types 
of projects.

Course materials are online and 
communication is asynchronous, allowing 
you to study at times that suit you.

Modules
Working as part of an interdisciplinary 
creative community you will undertake 
the following research and enterprise 
based modules alongside students 
studying MA Graphic Communication, MA 
Illustration (Visual Communication) and MA 
Photography (Visual Communication). You 
will acquire  additional skills and further 
develop  your professional practice: 

• Postgraduate Study & Global Context
• Research and Practice
• Creative Industries
• Critical Studies

Module Options

In addition to the above modules you will 
undertake these practical modules focused 
on your own interior design practice: 

• Practice 1: Art and Design
• Practice 2: Art and Design 

Throughout the course, you will build a 
solid foundation of knowledge and skills 
to execute your Major Study project, 
the proposal for which you will refine 
through discussion with your tutor and 
interdisciplinary peer group: 

• Major Study 

Successful completion of all modules leads to 180 
credit points, including at least 150 at Level 7.

Studying has made 
us resilient, confident 
and resourceful. It 
has allowed us to take 
control of the direction 
of our lives.

Hesa Albinfalah
MA Interior Design

“

”
Find Out More

https://idesigni.co.uk/courses/interior-design/masters-in-interior-design/
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MA
Photography

Programme description
With close guidance and support from 
your tutor, you will develop a proposal for 
a programme of sustained photographic 
practice within a subject matter, theme 
and genre reflecting your individual 
area of interest. This could be fine art 
contemporary photography, documentary 
photography, photojournalism, editorial 
photography, fashion photography or 
contemporary advertising photography.

Throughout the programme, you will be 
encouraged to integrate the theory you 
have learned with your practice, and to 
experiment with your photography in order 
to develop an open, thoughtful and creative 
approach to image-making.

The MA Photography (Visual 
Communication) course materials are 
online and communication is asynchronous, 
allowing you to study at times that suit you.

• Postgraduate Study in Context
• Research and Practice
• Creative Industries: Global Perspectives
• Critical Studies
• Creative Industries: Business 

Perspectives
• Creative Industries: Professional 

Presentations

Module Options

In addition to the above modules
you will undertake these practical
modules focused on your own
photography practice: 

• Practice 1: Art and Design
• Practice 2: Art and Design 

Throughout the course, you will build a 
solid foundation of knowledge and skills 
to execute your Major Study project, 
the proposal for which you will refine 
through discussion with your tutor and 
interdisciplinary peer group: 

• Major Study

Successful completion of all modules leads 
to 180 credit points, including at least 150 
at Level 7.

Modules
Working as part of an interdisciplinary 
creative community you will undertake 
the following research and enterprise 
based modules alongside students studying 
MA Graphic Communication, MA 
Illustration (Visual Communication) and 
MA Interior Design. You will acquire 
additional skills and further develop your 
professional practice:

”
“ Expressing views and tastes through a piece of work is the 

most amazing feeling a student or an artist can experience. 
I’m glad for having had the opportunity to reach this with 
the flexibility that was given to me by IDI.

Ibtissem Benkhelifa,
MA Photography

Find Out More

https://idesigni.co.uk/courses/masters-in-photography/
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STUDENT
SUCCESS

Andrew Parson,

 » D&AD New Blood Awards

Andrew’s Whopper World project, 
also submitted as part of his work 
for our Graduate Degree Show, was 
awarded a Wood Pencil at the 2018 
D&AD New Blood Awards. His app 
game concept, influenced by popular 
game titles, fully immerses the user 
into a fun world within the Burger 
King brand. You can view more of his 
work on Andrew’s Degree Show page, 
or view the whole Whopper World 
project on his website.

The Whopper World brand pattern was 
designed to convey a creative connection 
to the App interface and its features. This 
pattern will be used across both the App 
interface and the surrounding marketing 
elements of Burger King.

“
”

Joe Toulson

 » Adobe Design Achievement 
Awards

Existentialism & Technology, 
submitted as Joe’s Major Study 
project on the MA programme, beat 
over 400 other entries to win the 
Fine Art – Photography category at 
the 2016 Adobe Design Achievement 
Awards. Joe’s concept focuses on 
our relationship with technology 
- how it affects our behaviour and 
interactions with society. You can 
see more of the project on Joe’s 
Degree Show page.

This work is an exploration of the 
internal isolation we face due to our 
dependence on technology. Intricate 
light-painting engulfs a sea of haunting 
faces, forcing us to reflect on who we are 
without our devices.

“
”

https://idesigni.co.uk/student/andrew-parson/
https://www.andrewparson.co.uk/project/whopper-world/
https://www.andrewparson.co.uk/project/whopper-world/
http://josephtoulson.com/existentialism-technologymain
https://idesigni.co.uk/student/joe-toulson/
https://idesigni.co.uk/student/joe-toulson/
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Björgvin Pétur 
Sigurjónsson

 » HOW International Design 
Awards

Graphic Design student Björgvin 
created his non-alcoholic beer 
branding project as part of his 
studies at IDI. His work was 
recognised in the Outstanding 
Achievement Winners in Student 
Work category at the HOW 
International Design Awards 2019. 
You can see more of Björgvin’s work 
as part of our Graduate Degree 
Show, and view the whole JURT 
project on his own website.

I created everything, including the 
name JURT, which means herbs in 
Icelandic. The project resulted in fresh 
looking non-alcoholic beer labels, brand, 
advertising and a landing page.

“
”

Kathryn Jankowski,

 » Lisbon Animated Film Festival

Master’s graduate Kathryn 
received multiple accolades for 
her MA Major Project, a short 
stop-motion animated film titled 
The Metamorphosis of a Bottle 
Cap. As well as being shown at 
7 international short film and 
animation festivals, Kathryn’s work 
won Best Short Film for Children and 
Youth at the Lisbon Animated Film 
Festival 2019 and received an Award 
of Commendation at the Canadian 
and International Short Film Festival 
2018. You can see more of the 
project on Kathryn’s Degree Show 
page, and see how she developed 
the concept on her own website.

Set in a developing nation, this short 
film focuses on the repeated reuse of 
an object - highlighting the creativity 
and ingenuity of the local people as an 
example of the positive effects of 
cross-cultural exposure.

“
”

https://idesigni.co.uk/student/bjorgvin-petur-sigurjonsson/
https://bjorgvinpetur.com/jurt
https://bjorgvinpetur.com/jurt
https://idesigni.co.uk/student/kathryn-jankowski/
https://kathrynjportfolio.weebly.com/
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Yahaboob Adiparambil

 » International Design Excellence 
Awards

Yahaboob is a current MA student 
with IDI, working as an interior 
designer for 4Space Interior Design 
in Dubai alongside his studies. For 
their VR Park Dubai Mall project, 
Yahaboob’s team at 4Space were 
the overall winners at the 2018 
International Design Excellence 
Awards, and were also awarded 
Best Retail Interior Dubai at the 
2018 International Property Awards. 
The project was designed to allow 
visitors to experience an extreme 
level of virtual reality, and has 
been described as a first-of-its-kind 
attraction for the Middle East.

The focal point of the theme park 
interior is a giant model of Burj Khalifa, 
hanging upside down from the ceiling 
to floor. 4SPACE collaborated with the 
theming company to get the correct 
proportion, finishes, look and feel of the 
actual Burj Khalifa.

“

” George Kirkpatrick

 » D&AD New Blood Awards

Graphic Design graduate George’s 
Graphite-Pencil-winning submission 
for the 2019 D&AD New Blood 
Awards, titled Virgin Wing It, 
showcases a rebranding of the Virgin 
Atlantic sub-brand for flights and 
hotels. His minimalist solution to the 
brief mirrors the ease of the service 
whilst embracing the Virgin Atlantic 
sense of adventure, optimism and 
inclusion through movement and 
colour. You can view George’s 
Degree Show work on our website, 
or see more of the Virgin project on 
his own site.

My solution was to build an identity 
that removes the detrimentally 
overwhelming choice presented 
when booking a holiday.

“
”

https://idesigni.co.uk/student/george-kirkpatrick/
https://idesigni.co.uk/student/george-kirkpatrick/
https://www.dandad.org/awards/new-blood/2019/virgin-atlantic/3427/virgin-wing-it/
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I chose to study with IDI because it 
was the only programme that met 
my needs: it’s online, part-time, 
and it’s affordable for me. I think 
IDI is great value for money.

“
”

CAREER
PATHS

 » IDI students acquire a 
broad range of skills and 
understanding that enables 
them to establish themselves 
in many areas of design and 
creative practice. Meet some of 
our graduates who have gone 
on to success in a wide variety 
of roles:

Lara Hochreiter, 
Graduated 2017
Art Director, KULTIG

After graduating in June 2017 with 
her BA (Hons) in Graphic Design, 
Lara began working as an Art 
Director for advertising agency 
KULTIG. Based in Innsbruck, 
Austria, KULTIG’s main focus lies 
on developing advertising and 
marketing strategies for businesses 
and creating content marketing 
products.

Carlos Villareal Kwasek, 
Graduated 2016 
2D Artist, DICE 
(EA Digital Illusions)

Carlos graduated from IDI with an MA in 
Illustration in October 2016 and began 
working as a 2D Artist for Swedish video 
game developer EA Digital Illusions CE 
AB (DICE). Focusing on UI, Illustration 
and Concept Development, his work at 
DICE has included being part of the UI/UX 
team working on the latest release in the 
popular Battlefield series.

My main interests in 
graphic design are 
focused on illustration and 
packaging design. I love to 
explore new materials and 
techniques that haven’t 
been used before, and I like 
to create innovative and 
special design pieces.

“

”

Stephanie Van Luijk, 
Graduated 2019 
Founder, Sweet Pepper 
Interiors and Interior 
Design Intern at Marcel 
Wanders

Stephanie joined the BA (Hons) 
Interior Architecture and Design 
with IDI in 2015 and during her 
studies founded her own interior 
design company, Sweet Pepper 
Interiors, in The Hague. Since 
graduating with her degree in 
February 2019, she has also already 
gone on to land an internship at the 
leading product and interior design 
studio of Dutch designer Marcel 
Wanders in Amsterdam.

Throughout my studies at 
IDI and simultaneous 
work-experience I have 
grown as a designer and 
developed a design style 
that can be described as 
warm-minimalism.”

“

https://sweetpepperinteriors.com/
https://sweetpepperinteriors.com/
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With the inclusion of VR technology into 
these spaces, we can define the new role 
of the workplace and how people engage 
with the spaces that they work in.

”

Hassan Shaikh, Graduated 2018 
Founder/Design Director, 
Revolve

Graduating in 2018, Hassan actually founded 
his Johannesburg-based agency Revolve 
in 2011 before deciding to gain his MA in 
Interior Design with IDI. Resolve is a design 
strategy agency that creates inspired spaces 
for corporate and retail environments, 
taking a people-centric approach to their 
designs. Perhaps unsurprisingly, Hassan’s 
Major Study project focused on the 
advancement of workplace collaboration 
through technology.

Dom Kegel, 
Graduated 2019 
Producer/Director, Skies 
Fall Media Group

Dom graduated in February 2019 
and has gone on to work as a 
Producer and Director at award-
winning Chicago creative agency 
Skies Fall Media Group. Skies Fall 
work with brands, artists, celebrities, 
influencers and film/TV entities to 
produce global creative campaigns 
and content. Dom’s role covers 
a wide range of responsibilities, 
including creative direction, video 
production, design and brand 

My transient upbringing 
has opened my eyes to the 
beauty of our world and, 
yet, broken my heart with 
its prevalent injustice. What 
brings me joy is sharing 
with others, especially 
when I have something one 
desperately needs.”

“

“

Pim Preston, 
Graduated 2018 
Founder and Creative 
Director of Pim Preston 
Designs

Pim graduated from IDI with a BA 
(Hons) in Graphic Design in 2018 
and founded Pim Preston Designs 
as Creative Director, creating 
personalised brand identities for 
business owners. Her recent work 
includes creating branding concepts 
and logo designs for multiple beauty, 
skincare and cosmetics brands.

During my studies with IDI, 
I developed a connection 
with creating strong brand 
identities as well as product 
packaging. I believe that 
an effective piece of 
design must be timeless, 
memorable, and well 
targeted to its market.”

“

https://www.revolve.joburg/
https://www.pimprestondesigns.com/
https://www.pimprestondesigns.com/
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LEARN FROM
SUBJECT-SPECIALISTS

We only work with tutors who have 
consistently demonstrated a level of experience 
and commitment that is in keeping with our 
educational ethos. Our current group of tutors 
is representative of the sound educational and 
professional practice that provides our students 
with a first-class educational experience.

Get to know some of the many subject-specialist tutors 
you’ll be learning from while studying online with IDI. 

MEET THE 
TUTORS

”

“ Being able to have access to the 
tutors and their experience was 
fantastic. I was able to explore 
other ways of doing things and get 
some advice and direction on where 
I was going. That was absolutely 
invaluable.

Sam Tweedie,
BA (Hons) Graphic Design

Elspeth Edmondson, 
Graphic Design

I am a multi-disciplinary graphic 
designer, specialising in graphic 
design, printmaking and 
typography. My career has been 
spent exploring and investigating 
art broadly and graphics and 
typography in particular. It’s an 
ever-expanding universe.

There have been some very 
exciting moments and as a 
designer I have had the privilege 
of collaborating with some 
inspirational illustrators and 
photographers including Sarah 
Midda, Oscar Grillo, Bob Carlos 
Clarke, Gered Mankowitz and 
Tessa Traeger. I have been 

selected for exhibitions in 
London, Manchester, Edinburgh 
and Liverpool including The Mall 
Galleries, Bluecoat and D&AD.

I trained at Central Saint Martins 
School of Art, London, followed 
by Visual Communication at the 
University of London, Goldsmith’s 
College.  As an educator, I ’m 
always thrilled when my students 
are selected for prestigious 
awards such as D&AD, ISTD, 
Penguin Random House and YCN. 
But it’s equally rewarding to hear 
when they’ve secured their dream 
job and have made an impressive 
start to their design careers.
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Joe Lynch,
Interior Design

My experience in the field of 
Interior Architecture and Design 
extends over 20 years, originally 
based in London, and now the 
City of Edinburgh. My roles 
have included freelance design 
for leading commercial design 
consultancies, founder of an 
independent design practice and 
teaching in Higher Education as 
a Design lecturer and Course 
Director for Interior Architecture. 
I have a real interest in exploring 
creative working methodologies, 
innovation in representation 
and also in the use of e-learning 
technologies.

Having become more involved in 
teaching and education in recent 
years, I have subsequently made 
an important contribution to the 
development of eLearning and 
to the design of creative learning 
methodologies through my own 
creative practice and also through 
teaching and research projects. 
To help students learn and 
grow their passion for interior 
architecture and design is very 
rewarding. I would regard my 
role in supporting many students 
reach their potential and make 
progress towards their ambitions 
as a valuable contribution to 
make as a design professional.

Jonathan Williams,
Illustration

I have worked in education for 
over 20 years, teaching from year 
seven upwards to Master’s level. 
The opportunity to engage with 
students from all parts of the 
world through tutoring with IDI is 
fascinating and highly rewarding.

I have illustrated over 30 books 
in the UK and Europe, have a 
BA (Hons) PGCE and a Master’s 
Degree with Distinction in 
Graphic Communication from 
the University of South Wales. 
I’m also an Illustration lecturer 
at the University of Wales TSD 
in Swansea. I have held group 
and solo exhibitions, designed 
and produced large scale public 
artworks including the Captain 
Scott memorial in Cardiff Bay, 

drawings for the BBC and was 
commended at the Welsh Artist of 
the Year exhibition 2013.

I have produced work reflecting 
life in Europe, South America 
and Asia. Alongside my lecturing 
position I create work at a number 
of festivals including Bestival, 
Bearded Theory, Watchet and 
Cheltenham Jazz. I am currently 
the Artist in residence at the 
Cardiff Blues RFC documenting the 
season. The aim of the drawings 
is always to be aware of life as it 
is happening, experiencing the 
moment, embracing the fluidity 
and flux. To create without 
preconceptions, to recognise and 
accept the mundane as these also 
have merit.
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Joanna Kane, 
Photography

Tutor and Academic Leader 
at IDI, my background is in 
photography, new media design 
and I have experience working 
on exhibitions as a visual artist, 
as well as producing books and 
commissions.

My work has been exhibited 
nationally and internationally, 
and I have worked on a series 
of photography and new media 
design commissions. These 
include the Alt-w Award with 
New Media Scotland for a project 
reflecting contemporary digital 
culture, and the Photo-ID art and 
science exhibition funded by the 
Welcome Trust. My work has been 
displayed in public and private 

collections including the Scottish 
National Galleries, Hayward 
Gallery London and MONA in 
Australia.

As a lecturer, I ’ve worked at 
Edinburgh University on the Art 
and Design Studies programme, 
Edinburgh College of Art, and 
as a visiting lecturer at Norwich 
University of the Arts, Gray’s 
School of Art and the University 
of Gloucestershire. As an online 
tutor, I ’m excited about the 
potential of online learning for 
creating genuinely new and 
innovative approaches to visual 
communication education.

Ella Goodwin, 
Illustration & 
Graphic Design

My background is within design, 
illustration and animation where 
(after earning my Master’s in 
Animation and Sound at NUCA) 
I predominantly worked in 
creative animated web design 
and illustration for education, 
children and commercial 
enterprise, before moving onto 
illustration and design in which I 
currently run my own business.

Running a successful illustration-
based business and brand is 
definitely a career highlight. 
My business now retails online 
and globally within shops and 

galleries in the UK, US, Canada 
and Belgium. This has been 
alongside exhibiting in various 
galleries and contemporary art 
shows. I ’ve also successfully 
curated many local exhibitions 
and single-handedly run a very 
popular local designer makers 
market, Norwich Makers Market, 
supporting independent designers 
and small business.
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STUDENT
SUPPORT

We believe that students who choose to 
gain their degree online should receive 
more support than on-campus students, 
not less – which is why we place such an 
emphasis on providing an exceptional level 
of online support and tuition.

As an online student with IDI and the 
University of Hertfordshire, you have 
unlimited access to one-to-one tuition 
through a private online discussion. This 
is an ongoing communication between you 
and your tutor which you can refer back to 
at any time during your studies. You can 
communicate with your tutor at any time, 
and as often as you need to – there is no 
limit to the number of questions you can 
ask or to the number of messages you 
can post.

Student–tutor communication is 
asynchronous, which means you don’t 
have to login at a specific time and you can 
take time to consider your questions and 
comments. Asynchronous communication 
also allows your tutor to review your work 
and provide you with meaningful feedback 
and advice. You can normally expect to 
receive a response from your tutor to any 
message that you post within 24 hours, 
Monday to Friday.

You will receive comprehensive guidance 
and support throughout your studies. 
Our focus on maintaining high standards 
of online tuition and support continues 
to produce results. In the most recent 
academic year, 73% of our undergraduate 
students gained a 2:1 (upper second-class 
honours) or above.

”
“ For me the course was perfectly pitched, with just the 

right amount of guidance and input from the tutors and 
support staff.

Gary Calderwood,
BA (Hons) Graduate

During your studies, your dedicated 
Programme Coordinator will be your 
first point of contact for any non-
tutorial enquiries. They have oversight 
of all aspects of the programme, and will 
therefore be best-placed to provide you 
with guidance and advice throughout the 
entirety of your studies.

Meet your 
Programme
Coordinators

Ewan Connor

Amanda Hamilton

Jack Gordon
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N AND
WHEN
IT’S
DONE...
See more from our most recent 
Graduation ceremony:

”
“ With these skills, and with this proof, we 

can accomplish whatever we choose.

Simon Lewis,
BA (Hons) Graduate 2018

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MWbHKU3yeu0&utm_source=prospectus&utm_medium=internal&utm_campaign=Prospectus+2019
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ENTRY
REQUIREMENTS

It’s our mission to give students from a 
variety of backgrounds the opportunity to 
achieve their degree in a design subject, 
without having to attend an on-campus 
college or university.

To be eligible you’ll normally meet certain 
academic or professional requirements, 
but we consider all applications on an 
individual basis and welcome applicants 
who have creative potential but may not 
have the standard entry qualifications.

 » View BA (Hons) Entry Requirements

 » View MA Entry Requirements

”

“ The overwhelming sense of achievement I
have gained through my studies as part of 
my BA (Hons) in Graphic Design at IDI, was 
highlighted by the fact that my Whopper 
World concept became one of the finalists 
at the D&AD New Blood Awards.

Andrew Parson,
BA (Hons) Graphic Design

https://idesigni.co.uk/admissions/entry-requirements/#entry-honours
https://idesigni.co.uk/admissions/entry-requirements/#postgraduate
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FEES &
FUNDING

• Applying is free of charge and you are not 
committing to enrolling or paying fees by 
applying to study with us. 

• The first step is to complete an application 
form. You will then have an online 
discussion with one of our Admissions 
Advisors. 

• We consider all applications on an individual 
basis and welcome applications from those 
with non-standard qualifications and from a 
variety of backgrounds, so don’t hesitate to 
contact us.

Fees
We want to be open and transparent with 
you about all aspects of your studies, so our 
course fees reflect the real cost of providing 
a high quality study experience. We think it ’s 
important for you to have all the facts about 
fees, payments and funding options, so if you 
can’t find what you are looking for here please 
contact us.

Course Fees
Our standard BA (Hons) degree course fees are 
£4,500 per level  and there are three levels in 
total. Standard Master’s programme fees are 
£6,000 in total .

Payment in Full

Payment Plan 1

Payment Plan 2

• BA (Hons): £4,500 per level 
 

There are three levels in a BA 
(Hons) degree programme. 

• Master’s: £6,000 in total

• BA (Hons): Four instalments of 
£1,152 per semester (£4,608 
per level*) 

• Master’s: Six instalments of 
£1,010 (£6,060 in total*)

• BA (Hons): 16 instalments of 
£288 per month (£4,608 per 
level*) 

• Master’s: 24 instalments of 
£255 (£6,120 in total*)

Employers and Self-Employed 
Student Discount
We offer a discount of £500 per level to 
employers who are supporting their employees 
to study with IDI. Students who are self-
employed can also benefit from this discount.

Recommend a Friend
Increasingly our students are coming to us 
through personal recommendation and we’d 
like to recognise this. Whether you are a recent 
graduate, a current student, or even if you’ve 
just secured your place for the next intake; 
whenever you recommend IDI to a friend, 
colleague or family member, and they go on 
to enrol on a course, we’ll reward you both 
with £100.*

If you’re based in the UK, you may be able to 
apply for a private student loan. Learn more at 

our Fees and Funding page.

*Please note these figures include a small administration fee.

https://idesigni.co.uk/admissions/fees-and-funding/
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HOW TO
APPLY

1 Accessing Our Admissions Portal

Completing this simple form on our website starts the 
application process. 

Check your inbox for your user account details and all the 
information you need to access the Admissions Portal.

You can communicate with your Admissions Advisor 
directly in the Admissions portal while completing your 
application. To communicate with the IDI team, click on 
‘Messages’ within the portal and selsct the team you 
wish to contact.

Personal Information

The details you entered when you started your application 
should appear in this section.

If you are applying for our Master’s course or for advanced 
entry to our Undergraduate Degrees through a Top Up 
BA (Hons) we will provide you with a personal statement 
template to complete and upload.

A Personal Statement is not normally required for entry
to Level 4 of our BA (Hons) courses. However, if we think
that providing a personal statement would strengthen your
application we will provide you with a template to 
complete and upload.

ABOUT ME
1

2

CV
2

3 Academic history & Employment 
Experience

We would like you to provide evidence of your academic 
qualifications to date.

If you’re applying for advanced entry to our BA (Hons) 
Programme or to our Postgraduate programme, this is also 
where you can upload copies of any previous qualifications 
(for example, certificates and transcripts).

Our Admissions Advisors are available to answer any 
queries or concerns you may have about your application, 
and to guide you through the application process.

T
A

T A

34
Creative Work 

We would like to see some examples of your creative work.
This can include drawing, sketching, painting, 3D models,
digital artwork, photographs, completed design work or
creative work in progress.

BA (Hons) Programmes

See our Portfolio Guide for more information about what 
to include.

Advanced Entry and MA Programmes

If you’re applying for advanced entry, we recommend 
between 10 and 15 examples of work. 

For an MA award, 

you would be expected to include 20 to 25 pieces of work. 
This should not only be finished pieces, but annotated 
work showing the development and process of your 
creative output.

http://www.idesigni.co.uk/apply-now/
https://admissions.idi-study.com/
https://idesigni.co.uk/admissions/what-you-might-include-in-a-portfolio/
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GET IN
TOUCH

Apply Now

Enquire

Talk To Us: 

Tel +44(0) 131 777 9321

Email 
admissions@idesigni.co.uk

idesigni.co.uk

weareIDI

@weareIDI

idesigninsitute

InteractiveDesignInsitute

https://idesigni.co.uk/apply-now/
https://idesigni.co.uk/contact-us/
https://idesigni.co.uk/
https://www.instagram.com/weareidi/
https://twitter.com/weareIDI
https://www.youtube.com/user/idesigninstitute/videos
https://www.facebook.com/InteractiveDesignInstitute/
https://www.instagram.com/weareidi/
https://twitter.com/weareIDI
https://www.youtube.com/user/idesigninstitute/videos
https://www.facebook.com/InteractiveDesignInstitute/
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